MOVE THROUGH PAPER

Want to learn a fun way to overcome a seemingly impossible challenge … one that will wow and amaze your friends and family?

Directions:

1. Show someone this piece of paper and ask, “Do you think I can move my entire body through a hole that I make in this piece of paper?” Have them study the paper. They are probably thinking, “How in the world can you possibly fit your body through a hole in an 8½” x 11” piece of paper?”

2. Fold the paper in half, lengthwise, along the black dotted line, this side of the paper facing out.

3. Cut along the red lines, then the green lines.

4. Cut along the black dotted line down the middle but DO NOT cut either of the end segments (purple hash marks).

5. Hold up the paper by one end, let it fall open, and walk through the hole!